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Who am I?
● I am Asaf Bartov, working at the Wikimedia Foundation, the non-profit 

supporting Wikipedia around the world.
● I am a longtime Wikipedia volunteer (since 2001)
● I work as a program officer at the Foundation, focusing on working with 

and supporting "emerging communities" of volunteers around the world.
● In this past year, I have focused on Community Capacity Development 

projects, building capacity in conflict management (Ukraine), 
communications and media relations (Brazil), and on-wiki technical skills 
(India).

● I do not speak Bulgarian. :(
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Some Facts About 
Bulgarian Wikipedia



How many total articles?



About 224 000



How many regularly 
active editors?



More than 200
(100% of them are volunteers)



How many pages viewed 
per month?



More than 22 million

(~740 000 per day)



What were the most-read 
articles last month? (Nov)



1. Румен Радев (~200K)
2. Мажоритарна избирателна система (~100K)
3. Президентски избори в България (2016) (~100K) 

4. Доналд Тръмп (~100K)
5. Цецка Цачева (~51K)

Most read articles in Nov 2016
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Imagine a world in which 
every single human being 
can freely share in the 
sum of all knowledge.

That's our commitment.
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Is Wikipedia Reliable?

...in our "post-truth" world...



The conversation that built an 
encyclopedia

● How are encyclopedias made?
● The original wiki (c2.com, 1995)

○ Content and meta-content ("talk")
● Wikipedia = Encyclopedia on a wiki
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SO, Is Wikipedia Reliable?
● Short answer: no

○ Slightly less short answer: not necessarily
○ Accurate answer: it depends

● Wikipedia is a good first stop on the way 
to knowledge
○ Wikipedia itself sends its readers to secondary 

sources
● Discourse > editorial board

○ Linus's Law
16
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Neutral Point of View as discourse and practice

● Encyclopedias are neutral, right?
● Neutrality in perspective; neutrality in 

controversy
● How is neutrality achieved?
● Neutrality ∈ Quality
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Quality as discourse

Cunningham's Law: 
"The best way to get the right answer 
on the Internet is not to ask a question, 
it's to post the wrong answer."
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Quality as discourse

● Quality accretes in a slowing pace
○ solo work vs. discourse
○ Recognition; rising standards

● "Eventualism"; backlogs as motivators
● Readers' neglected role in discourse 

(this is new and strange to most) 22



Wiki governance

● "Get me the chief editor of Wikipedia!"
● Governance as discourse
● The evolution of governance

○ The power of the empty wiki page
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Wiki governance

● One size does not fit all (e.g. Notability)
● The limitations of discursive governance

○ "Let's discuss it in a public space with 
an infinitely long memory!"

○ Discourse takes time; Wikipedia is 
inefficient, but effective
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"The sum of all knowledge"

● Exactly how much knowledge is "all human 
knowledge"?

● https://enwp.org/User:Emijrp/All_human_knowledge
● ~104M notable topics; ~0.25M in Bulgarian; ~5M in 

English; ~25M in Wikidata; new knowledge!; 
● The "deadline" duality
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/User:Emijrp/All_human_knowledge
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/User:Emijrp/All_human_knowledge


So Wikipedia editors can 
do it all on their own?

Where does knowledge come from?



Wikipedia ❤ Libraries
● Sources, sources, sources!
● Wikipedia as display-window for the library
● Wikipedians in Residence - Embedded Wikipedian 

collaborating with expert staff & liaising with volunteers 
● Editing workshops and "editathons" - training; 

targeted quality improvement drives
● Partner content release/donation - Open license 

media to Wikimedia Commons; transcription; metadata
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Librarians doing what librarians do
#1lib1ref (1lib1ref.org)
● 29,000 pageviews 
● >1250 contributions
● >1000 tweets

Other networks
● International Federation of 

Library Associations
● Association of Research 

Libraries
● CrossRef

Starts Jan 15th 2017 (Wikipedia 
birthday) 29



Some links
● https://bg.wikipedia.org/

○ First steps: http://bg.wikipedia.org/wiki/%D0%A3:1
● https://glamwiki.org/
● "All Human Knowledge": 

https://enwp.org/User:Emijrp/All_human_knowledge 
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Questions?
asaf@wikimedia.org

Speaking of time...



Thank you for your attention!
asaf@wikimedia.org


